for kids under 12

Host’s Guide
Thank you for choosing Havoc Among Heros a children’s mystery party game. When you
purchase the game you will be given a comprehensive packet that will provide all of the
information that you need to run your very own mystery party—one that will have your guests
talking about for weeks, if not longer.
This mystery experience is designed to be easy to run and fun to play for all the guests involved.
The mystery games for guests under the age of 12 are less complicated for the guests than the
adult and teen mystery games. The guests in the children’s mystery parties are assigned
characters and given costume suggestions and a small character description but the game does
not depend on the guests assuming those characters. There are clues that are given to the guests
as the party progresses through various party games that create the mystery plot. In the end the
guests have an opportunity to guess the solution to the mystery and awards are given to the guests
who figure out the mystery. Prizes can also be given throughout the night for winners of the
various party games.
The number of guests needed for the children’s mystery parties is flexible as the clues are not
dependant on the guests providing them and the mystery takes place before the guests arrive so a
missing character doesn’t spoil the outcome. Minimum and maximum numbers are still
suggested with the children’s parties for your convenience.
All products come in the form of professionally designed pdf files that will contain all of your
instructions and materials for running your party. Once purchased, you will receive an email that
will give you a link to a secured part of our site and a password to enable you to download your
party package pdfs.

As the Host, what do you need to do?
Your job as host will be to assign each guest a character and provide them with an invitation and
character description before the party. You will also need to print up and organize all of the
material needed at the party including the instructions to the guests, name tags, games and
awards. Each game that will be played comes with complete instructions and you as Host will
need to print, cut out and organize the clues for the games. To add to the experience you may
want to decorate in a circus theme and serve dinner or refreshments.

Party Schedule
• Most likely, the length of the party will take 1 ½ to 2 hours. It could be longer if you serve
food, have presents (if it is a birthday party) and or play all of the optional games.
• Give each guest a name tag as they arrive.

• Read the introduction to the guests.
• Play Clue BINGO.
• Read through and display the clues from Clue BINGO.
• Play Spider Web Clues and display the FIRST SET OF CLUES on cardboard or posterboard.
• Play Balloon stomp or Balloon Toss and add the SECOND SET OF CLUES to the cardboard or
posterboard.
• Play Musical Clues and add the THIRD SET OF CLUES to the cardboard or posterboard.
• Play any optional games (note optional games can be played at any time as long as you have
time for the required games).
• Read over all of the clues that have been collected (you may want to regroup them to have
similar clues together ie “Clue: Divine Diva can instantly transport wherever she wants to go
using her special ring, Clue: Divine Diva was seen at the zoo before the animals escaped, Clue:
Divine Diva helped to collect the escape animals” and so on)
• Have the guests guess who took the GAGAA and record their guesses on the Whodunit Cards.
If the guests are too young to fill out the Whodunit Cards on their own, you as host can record
their guesses on the Host’s Whodunit Worksheet.
• Play Pass the Parcel for the Solution puzzle. Put the puzzle together and read the solution to
the mystery.
• Give out awards for guests who correctly solve the mystery.

Brief Character List
There are 10 characters in the game (2 girls, 2 boys and 6 that can be boys or girls) although,
unlike the teen and adult games, it is not necessary to have all of the characters present for the
party. More guests can be added by purchasing the expansion pack from our website:
partytimemysteries.com.

Fantastical Kid
Flash Blob
Divine Diva
Slick Rider
Armorman
Gifted Girl or G2
Arachnikid
Electripro
Elastic Guy
The Concealer

Sample Character Description

Fantastical Kid
You are a superhero with a large assortment of powers. You are extremely strong and fast and
have amazing hearing and seeing abilities. You have x-ray vision and can see through anything
that is not lined with lead. You can also see things that are really tiny or really far away. You
can fly and jump high and fast. You fight for truth and justice and like to help.
Costume suggestions: blue long sleeved top with Fantastical Kid logo on the front (you can
download a larger image at partytimemysteries.com) and stretch pants or tights with red shorts
over them and an optional red cape.

SAMPLE CLUES

Clue: Bully Boy is a villain that loves gold

Clue: The GAGAA is made out of pure gold.

Clue: Just before the GAGAA disappeared there was a flood.

